
RETAIL LAYOUTS

A retail store layout (whether physical or digital) is the strategic use of space to influence the customer experience. How
customers interact with your.

Whatever type of speed bump you create, keep the following best practices in mind: Use great lighting. If you
want shoppers to slow down and browse, consider mixing loop and free-flow styles. Almost there: please enter
your email below to gain instant access. Consumers are more likely to add on purchases by filling their
baskets with goods grouped near the main item they need. The straight floor plan is also one of the most
economical store layouts and is mostly used in supermarkets and in stores that primarily use shelving to
showcase their merchandise. Reams of merchandise are displayed on a predictable pattern of long aisles where
customers weave up and down, browsing as they go. For example, if you were a shopper looking at a
particular dress, is there anything in the store that would go well with it? They prefer cleaner, wider aisles that
reduce the stress of shopping. However, other studies indicate that shopper direction has more to do with their
vehicle traffic patterns. Having your employees move around on the sales floor instead of staying behind the
counter is a good way to make the place more inviting. You could, for example, dedicate a space for product
testing. Customers might not quickly find the products they want to purchase. That said, most experts
recommend changing some part of your store around once a week. Lots of choices at various eye levels?
Identify products in your store that would go well together and put them in a single display. End caps and
visual displays. Depending on the front entrance, it may be difficult for a customer to see the variety of
merchandise you have. What are your customers like? Are they shopping in a hurry or can they take their
time? If you wish to create a truly immersive in-store experience, design your store to appeal to as many
shopper senses as possible. Create speed bumps As the term clearly states, speed bumps curtail the speed of
shoppers as they move around your store. However, the soft angles create better traffic flow throughout the
retail store. While there are plenty of store arrangements that you can adopt, here are the most common ones in
retail: Straight floor plan This floor plan involves positioning shelves or racks in straight lines to create an
organized flow of traffic. What are the two basic considerations for retail store design? Underhill wrote: While
reviewing the tape to study how shoppers negotiated the doorway during busy times, we began to notice
something weird about the tie rack. Taste If you sell food in your store, see if you can have taste testing
stations. It offers excellent visibility for cashiers and customers. Go beyond your merchandiseâ€¦ think about
the experience! Store Layouts Since moving merchandise is the name of the game, the store layout should help
to achieve that goal by guiding customers through the store, exposing them to product, all while managing
important stimuli that encourages purchasing behaviors.


